
Name: Travis Kelce

Height: 6-5 

Weight: 255

School Cincinnati

Year: Senior

Date: 9/6/2012

Opponent: Pittsburgh

Score: 34-10

Location: Cincinnati

Surface Field Turf

Climate: Night

Temp.: Hot

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Tight End Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 82

Target: 3

Misssed Target 0

Drops: 1

Juggle 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 2

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec 0

Rec Yards 42

Yards After Catch: 27

Yards per Catch 0

Rec Tds 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds 0

Rush Tds 0

Fumbles 0

Game Stats

Separation Score 7

Routes Score 19

Receiving Scor 19

Elusiveness Scor 3

BHandling Score 6

Balance Score 5

Blocking Score 7

Vision Score 5

Power Score 5

Durability Score 6

Category Scores

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: No

Gets appropriate route depth - 5pts Yes

Works back to quarterback - 1pt No

Breaks back to football - 5pts: Yes

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: No

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off route - 3 pts: Yes

Sets up breaks - 1pt: No

Uses body to shield defender from the ball - 3pts: Yes

Gets head around and hands ups quickly out of break - 3pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the football - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Catches ball with back to the line of scrimmage - 1pt: No

Catches the ball after contact - 5pts: No

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: Yes

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: No

Uses hands effectively to release from press - 3pts: Yes

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 3pts: Yes

Gets vertical separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 2 pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3 pts: Yes

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: Yes

Effective cut block technique -1pt: Yes

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 2pts: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 2pts: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: No

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1 pt: No

Good decisions - 2pts: Yes

Patience - 1pt: Yes

Open field - 2pts: Yes

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: Yes

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: Yes

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts.: Yes
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Name: Travis Kelce Date: 9/6/2012 Opponent: Pittsburgh

TE Scouting Analysis
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A former high school quarterback, Kelce is big, strong, quick, and agile. For a relatively new player to the position, he does a good job of setting angles as 
a blocker in the open field or off the line at the edge. He delivers a punch and used his hands with good technique to deliver the blow with placement to 

the defender's chest. He demonstrates this well as a pass protector and will move his feet with good lateral quickness to help him sustain his hand 

position.  He also uses his hands well to catch the football and he has the athleticism to turn his body to the quarterback while running downfield and 

catch the footbal with his hands away from his body.
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He needs to improve his form as a cut blocker. He dives head first for the targeted body part and isn't working across the defender's body. This makes it 

easier for defenders to avoid him even though his athleticism is good enough that he often makes this play at the college level.
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2nd and 4 with 11:29 in the first quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol with Kelce as the wing badck off LT a the Pitt 32 versus a 4-3 with the 

SS 10 yards off the LOS just outside the wing back. Kelce dragged across the formation after the snap and worked under the OLB blitz coming from that 

right side. Kelce was quick to the flat and turned back to the QB, distancing himself from the the DE and catching the ball with his hands away from his 

chest as he turned his torso to the ball at the right hash for the reception at the LOS. He turned up the right flat for the first down with the ball tucked 

under his right arm high and tight. He worked outside the pursuit of the safety at the 25, dipped inside the CB at the 23, running through the CB's 
outreached arm to his legs and lowered his pads into the contact of the SS at the 20 to fll forward another three yards to the 17. A quick, agile, 17-yard 

gain making two defenders miss in a tight space with a down hill run. 3rd and 10 from the Cincinnati 1 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol as the TE 

off RT with 5:06 in th first quarter. He got a free release outside the DE who stunted inside. He worked up the right seam with a SLB stay step-for-step 

about 10 yards down field to the inside, but Kelce burst inside on the slant and got a step on the DE to the inside as he caught the ball with his hands 

while breaking to the left hash 17 yards down field. Good catch in stride. He turned up the middle and reached the 23 untouched with the SLB about a 
step away in trail and a DB over top coming from the inside a yard away. A safety was four yards away and over top from Kelce's left. Kelce reached the 

25, got wrapped at the legs by the SLB at the same time the safety hit him high. Kelce fell forward to the 28 for the first down. This was actually a post 

and he had enough speed to get over the top and break across the face of the SLB for the separation.
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3rd and 10 from the Cincinnati 1 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol as the TE off RT with 5:06 in th first quarter. He got a free release outside the 

DE who stunted inside. He worked up the right seam with a SLB stay step-for-step about 10 yards down field to the inside, but Kelce burst inside on the 

slant and got a step on the DE to the inside as he caught the ball with his hands while breaking to the left hash 17 yards down field. Good catch in stride. 
He turned up the middle and reached the 23 untouched with the SLB about a step away in trail and a DB over top coming from the inside a yard away. A 

safety was four yards away and over top from Kelce's left. Kelce reached the 25, got wrapped at the legs by the SLB at the same time the safety hit him 

high. Kelce fell forward to the 28 for the first down.
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2nd and 4 with 11:29 in the first quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol with Kelce as the wing badck off LT a the Pitt 32 versus a 4-3 with the 

SS 10 yards off the LOS just outside the wing back. Kelce dragged across the formation after the snap and worked under the OLB blitz coming from that 

right side. Kelce was quick to the flat and turned back to the QB, distancing himself from the the DE and catching the ball with his hands away from his 
chest as he turned his torso to the ball at the right hash for the reception at the LOS. He turned up the right flat for the first down with the ball tucked 

under his right arm high and tight. He worked outside the pursuit of the safety at the 25, dipped inside the CB at the 23, running through the CB's 

outreached arm to his legs and lowered his pads into the contact of the SS at the 20 to fll forward another three yards to the 17. A quick, agile, 17-yard 

gain. 3rd and 10 from the Cincinnati 1 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol as the TE off RT with 5:06 in th first quarter. He got a free release outside 

the DE who stunted inside. He worked up the right seam with a SLB stay step-for-step about 10 yards down field to the inside, but Kelce burst inside on 
the slant and got a step on the DE to the inside as he caught the ball with his hands while breaking to the left hash 17 yards down field. Good catch in 

stride. He turned up the middle and reached the 23 untouched with the SLB about a step away in trail and a DB over top coming from the inside a yard 

away. A safety was four yards away and over top from Kelce's left. Kelce reached the 25, got wrapped at the legs by the SLB at the same time the safety 

hit him high. Kelce fell forward to the 28 for the first down. 2nd and 10 with 1:24 in the third quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol set from 

the CIN 43. Kelce worked across the formation on a drag route and came open in the left flat but turned up field before securing the ball at his hip and 
dropped the ball. Careless.
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2nd and 4 with 11:29 in the first quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol with Kelce as the wing badck off LT a the Pitt 32 versus a 4-3 with the 

SS 10 yards off the LOS just outside the wing back. Kelce dragged across the formation after the snap and worked under the OLB blitz coming from that 

right side. Kelce was quick to the flat and turned back to the QB, distancing himself from the the DE and catching the ball with his hands away from his 

chest as he turned his torso to the ball at the right hash for the reception at the LOS. He turned up the right flat for the first down with the ball tucked 

under his right arm high and tight. He worked outside the pursuit of the safety at the 25, dipped inside the CB at the 23, running through the CB's 
outreached arm to his legs and lowered his pads into the contact of the SS at the 20 to fll forward another three yards to the 17. A quick, agile, 17-yard 

gain making two defenders miss in a tight space with a down hill run. 3rd and 10 from the Cincinnati 1 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol as the TE 

off RT with 5:06 in th first quarter. He got a free release outside the DE who stunted inside. He worked up the right seam with a SLB stay step-for-step 

about 10 yards down field to the inside, but Kelce burst inside on the slant and got a step on the DE to the inside as he caught the ball with his hands 

while breaking to the left hash 17 yards down field. Good catch in stride. He turned up the middle and reached the 23 untouched with the SLB about a 
step away in trail and a DB over top coming from the inside a yard away. A safety was four yards away and over top from Kelce's left. Kelce reached the 

25, got wrapped at the legs by the SLB at the same time the safety hit him high. Kelce fell forward to the 28 for the first down.
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2nd and 4 with 11:29 in the first quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol with Kelce as the wing badck off LT a the Pitt 32 versus a 4-3 with the 

SS 10 yards off the LOS just outside the wing back. Kelce dragged across the formation after the snap and worked under the OLB blitz coming from that 

right side. Kelce was quick to the flat and turned back to the QB, distancing himself from the the DE and catching the ball with his hands away from his 

chest as he turned his torso to the ball at the right hash for the reception at the LOS. He turned up the right flat for the first down with the ball tucked 

under his right arm high and tight. He worked outside the pursuit of the safety at the 25, dipped inside the CB at the 23, running through the CB's 
outreached arm to his legs and lowered his pads into the contact of the SS at the 20 to fll forward another three yards to the 17. A quick, agile, 17-yard 

gain. 3rd and 10 from the Cincinnati 1 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol as the TE off RT with 5:06 in th first quarter. He got a free release outside 

the DE who stunted inside. He worked up the right seam with a SLB stay step-for-step about 10 yards down field to the inside, but Kelce burst inside on 

the slant and got a step on the DE to the inside as he caught the ball with his hands while breaking to the left hash 17 yards down field. Good catch in 

stride. He turned up the middle and reached the 23 untouched with the SLB about a step away in trail and a DB over top coming from the inside a yard 

away. A safety was four yards away and over top from Kelce's left. Kelce reached the 25, got wrapped at the legs by the SLB at the same time the safety 

hit him high. Kelce fell forward to the 28 for the first down. Good job tucking the ball under his left arm after the catch as he worked away from the SLB 

on his right.
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2nd and 4 with 11:29 in the first quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol with Kelce as the wing badck off LT a the Pitt 32 versus a 4-3 with the 

SS 10 yards off the LOS just outside the wing back. Kelce dragged across the formation after the snap and worked under the OLB blitz coming from that 
right side. Kelce was quick to the flat and turned back to the QB, distancing himself from the the DE and catching the ball with his hands away from his 

chest as he turned his torso to the ball at the right hash for the reception at the LOS. He turned up the right flat for the first down with the ball tucked 

under his right arm high and tight. He worked outside the pursuit of the safety at the 25, dipped inside the CB at the 23, running through the CB's 

outreached arm to his legs and lowered his pads into the contact of the SS at the 20 to fll forward another three yards to the 17. A quick, agile, 17-yard 
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gain making two defenders miss in a tight space with a down hill run.
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First carry of the season for Winn on 1st and 10 with 13:44 in the first quarter from the Cin 42 from a 11 perosnnel 1x1 receiver, pistol set. He flanked 

the QB over RT versus a 4-34 with two safeties deep and both corners  8-10 yards off the LOS. This was a windback play for the wing back with inside 

zone. The wing back Kelce worked from across the formation to the right end, chatter moved towards the DE and then cut him at the hips, driving 

through the defender to knock the man's feet from the ground.  Winn took the exchange at the middle of the pocket and the double team by the C and 
LG opened as he approached the LOS. He hit the hole hard and emerged untouched at the left hash for the first down and the angle by the CB on the left 

side was so steep towards the LOS that Winn had a three four-yard lead by the time he was 15 yards down field and extended it to 10 yards 20 yards 

later. He went up the hash untouched with the ball in his left arm. Good burst and no one caught him.  2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol from the PITT 17 

with 10:59 in the frist quarter versus a 4-3 with two safeties split outside the hash and CBs at similar distance fromt eh WRs. Winn flanked the QB to the 

right over the RT side of the formation. They ran a power play behind the LG working outside the TE, who along with the RT and RG collapsed the inside. 
Winn saw the the angle of the SLB was too good to the inside for the pulling guard to contain forced the RB to work outside that block. He then shortened 

his stride as he worked around those two and turned thep lay inside and down hill to avoid the oncoming CB. He was wrapped by the CB at the ankles 

two yards down field as the DE over top delivered a head-on tackle. Kelce let the DE work inside and then punched and pushed the DE's side into the pile 

but he DE spun outside and wrapped the RB, using Kelce's momentum and lack of great position against him. Good job hooking the DB in the left flat on 

2nd and 8 from the PITT 15 on a swing pass for a touchdown. Kelce's lead block was a good diagnosis and quick enough to the flat to get that angle to 
turn the defender and seal the inside for the WR to earn the touchdown with a sprint up the left sideline. 21 personnel weak side twin receiver, strong 

side I formation set from the 1 on 1st and 10 with 5:41 in the first quarter veruss a 4-3 with eight in the box. They ran inside zone with the FB working 

acros the formation to the weak side end Wynn took the ball over C and worked to the otuside shoulder of the RT but had to lower his pads into the 

oncoming SLB just to get to the LOS. No gain. Kelce did a good job coming off the line a step forward and turning outside to set the angle on the CB 

playing tight to the edge. He then got his hands under the CB and pushed the defender otuside to open this hole. Good job setting the angle and using 
his hands and feet.  2nd and 10 with 5:18 in the first quarter from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel shotgun set from the CIN 1. He was the outside receiver 

on the twin side running a comeback on the left sideline. He made a leaping catch of a wild throw from his QB trying to avoid a safety after nearly slipping 

outside the end line during his drop. Thompkins high pointed the ball 10 yards down field, just past the first down marker at the sideilne, but the CB came 

over top and knocked the WR out of bounds as the ball still passed over his head. Kelce was inline next to LT and took on the RDE as a pass assignment. 

He took a step inside to make sure the DE had to take an outside angle on the play. Good job getting his hands up and then punching to the DE's chest 
and sustaining his hands in the defender's body as the defender tried to swat Kelce away and move outside. Kelce kept his hips bent and widened the 

path of the DE, moving his feet laterally fast enough to keep the DE from getting any edge on the play. He missed his backside cut block on a run to left 

end as the wing back from a 11 personnel shotgun run to his side. He tried to dive for the legs of the LB a the left hash but dove across the LB's body at 

th wrong angle. If He went right to left rather than left to right, he gets the deender cut but the defender got outside of Kelce . It didn't matter because 

the RB reversed his field on the play for a 13-yard gain. Winn gained three yards on 2nd and 12 at the CIN 39 with 1:01 in the first quarter from a 
1x2receiver, 11 persononel shotgun set with Winn flanking the QB's left side versus a 4-3 with two safeties deep. They ran a counter play behind the RG. 

Winn worked to the right through the exchange point and then turned to his left to follow the pulling guard outside LG. He had to angle the run away 

from the MLB who was unblocked to the inside of the pulling guard's block. This meant he ran upt he back of his blocker and was hit low and high by the 

LB the guard block to the ground and the MLB from the inside. He fell forward another two yards for the gain of three. On this play, Kelce was the TE off 

LT and he was hit under his pads by the DE and it knocked his head back enough that Kelce too a step backwards after contact at the LOS. He recovered 
with his hands and bent hips to stop the push and then push back. Good exhibit of strength and leverage versus a defender with a better pad level off the 

line. Good strike and hand position on the backside DE on a 1st and 10 run from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel inside zone with 10:12 in the half. He 

stalemated the DE off the line, but also turned the DE's back to the sideline and sustained the contact throughout the play. Good effort as the inside slot 

man on a 3x1 receiver, option pitch to the trips side with 9:53 in the half on 2nd and 10. Kelce slide towards the right hash as the OLB worked outside to 

pursue the RB. Kelce got his hands inside the LB and worked himi outside to the numbers of the flat from the hash to give his RB a cut back lane to the 
inside. Kelce drove the defender all the way to the sideline and knocked him on theis back into the banner that separates the band from the staff and 

players.  Winn gained nine yards for the score on 1st and goal with 6:15 in the third quarter from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol verus nine in the 

box, no safeties high. This was an inside zone with the wing back Kelce crossing the formation from the left to the right end to seal the outside LB as the 

RT and RT collapsed the interior with a double team. Winn preassed the hole up the left hash over the Cand worked between the C and LG, breaking a 

tackle attempt t his legs from a trailing DT and CB on the backside and then running through a head on wrap by the LB at the five, getting hit in the back 
by the safety, dropping his hand int the ground to stay upright and score. He broke four tackles on the play. Kelce sealed the otuside with an excellent 

cut to the inside leg of the defender and dropped the man to the ground. I still don't like that he dive head first rather than crosses his body but accurate, 

effective play. Good punch and turn of the OLB to the right flat for his RB to work under him for a 23 yard gain with 6:19 let.
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2nd and 4 with 11:29 in the first quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol with Kelce as the wing badck off LT a the Pitt 32 versus a 4-3 with the 

SS 10 yards off the LOS just outside the wing back. Kelce dragged across the formation after the snap and worked under the OLB blitz coming from that 

right side. Kelce was quick to the flat and turned back to the QB, distancing himself from the the DE and catching the ball with his hands away from his 
chest as he turned his torso to the ball at the right hash for the reception at the LOS. He turned up the right flat for the first down with the ball tucked 

under his right arm high and tight. He worked outside the pursuit of the safety at the 25, dipped inside the CB at the 23, running through the CB's 

outreached arm to his legs and lowered his pads into the contact of the SS at the 20 to fll forward another three yards to the 17. A quick, agile, 17-yard 

gain making two defenders miss in a tight space with a down hill run. 3rd and 10 from the Cincinnati 1 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol as the TE 

off RT with 5:06 in th first quarter. He got a free release outside the DE who stunted inside. He worked up the right seam with a SLB stay step-for-step 
about 10 yards down field to the inside, but Kelce burst inside on the slant and got a step on the DE to the inside as he caught the ball with his hands 

while breaking to the left hash 17 yards down field. Good catch in stride. He turned up the middle and reached the 23 untouched with the SLB about a 

step away in trail and a DB over top coming from the inside a yard away. A safety was four yards away and over top from Kelce's left. Kelce reached the 

25, got wrapped at the legs by the SLB at the same time the safety hit him high. Kelce fell forward to the 28 for the first down.
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2nd and 4 with 11:29 in the first quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol with Kelce as the wing badck off LT a the Pitt 32 versus a 4-3 with the 

SS 10 yards off the LOS just outside the wing back. Kelce dragged across the formation after the snap and worked under the OLB blitz coming from that 

right side. Kelce was quick to the flat and turned back to the QB, distancing himself from the the DE and catching the ball with his hands away from his 
chest as he turned his torso to the ball at the right hash for the reception at the LOS. He turned up the right flat for the first down with the ball tucked 

under his right arm high and tight. He worked outside the pursuit of the safety at the 25, dipped inside the CB at the 23, running through the CB's 

outreached arm to his legs and lowered his pads into the contact of the SS at the 20 to fll forward another three yards to the 17. A quick, agile, 17-yard 

gain making two defenders miss in a tight space with a down hill run. 3rd and 10 from the Cincinnati 1 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol as the TE 

off RT with 5:06 in th first quarter. He got a free release outside the DE who stunted inside. He worked up the right seam with a SLB stay step-for-step 
about 10 yards down field to the inside, but Kelce burst inside on the slant and got a step on the DE to the inside as he caught the ball with his hands 

while breaking to the left hash 17 yards down field. Good catch in stride. He turned up the middle and reached the 23 untouched with the SLB about a 

step away in trail and a DB over top coming from the inside a yard away. A safety was four yards away and over top from Kelce's left. Kelce reached the 

25, got wrapped at the legs by the SLB at the same time the safety hit him high. Kelce fell forward to the 28 for the first down.
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Had and abdominal injury that forced him to miss the Senior Bowl and Combine.
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He had a one-year suspension as a redshirt sophomore for violating team rules.




